
Our pop carts are perfect for your indoor event! Pop cart

service includes an umbrella, sign with flavors, and a server. 

POP PARTYPOP PARTY

POP STAR

Small Cart:

50 Pops  | 1 hr of serving  |  $300

100 Pops  | 1 hr of serving  | $500

200 Pops  |  1 hr of serving  |  $900

Large Cart:

200 Pops  |  1 hr of serving |  $900

300 Pops  |  1.5 hrs of serving  | $1350

400 Pops  |  2 hr of serving |  $1800

Your birthday kid gets to be the Pop Star! The Frios Pop Truck will

cater your party and bring the fun. Get a variety of pop flavors

for your guests, a Frios tie dye t-shirt for the birthday kid,

BUBBLE machine, and fun dance songs!

Book the complete party package with the Frios Pop Truck! 

We bring gourmet desserts, music, and an unforgettable experience.

You keep any leftovers! 

Reserve your location on the Frios Pop Truck route. We'll bring

a wide variety of flavors and crank the music. Pops are $4 each.

We accept cards, cash, and digital/contactless payment.

Optional: sponsor a portion of the cost per pop for attendees.

Get a styrofoam cooler full of pops dropped at your location! We'll pack a

variety of our most popular flavors with dry ice to keep pops cold all day. 

POP PARTY

POP STOP

POP DROP

CURBSIDE CATERING

CURBSIDE VENDOR SERVICE

BIRTHDAY PACKAGE

INDOOR CATERINGINDOOR CATERING

COOLER DELIVERY

50 Pops | 30 minutes of serving | $250

100 Pops  |  1 hr of serving  |  $500

200 Pops | 1 hr of serving | $900 

300 Pops | 1.5 hrs of serving | $1350

30 minute stop  |  $50

45 minute stop  |  $75

1 hr stop  |  $100

50 Pops  |  $225

100 Pops  |  $400

150 Pops  |  $575

200 Pops  |  $750

Add ons:

Extra pops  |  $4 each 

Extra 30 minutes  |  $50

Bubble party  |  $20

Add ons:

Extra pops  | $4 each 

Extra 30 minutes  |  $50

Bubble party  |  $20

CATERING PACKAGESCATERING PACKAGES
FRIOS OF DENTON • FRISCO • MCKINNEY

Book your event online at frios-events.square.site or email lauren@friospops.com

30 Pops | 30 minutes of serving | $200

40 Pops  |  45 minutes of serving  | $250

50 Pops | 1 hr of serving | $300

Add ons:

Extra pops  |  $4 each 

Extra 30 minutes  |  $50

Add ons:

Extra 30 minutes  |  $50

Bubble party  |  $20

Add ons:

Extra pops - $4 each


